
November 11, 2017                                                        LETTER OF REFERENCE FOR CLAUDE LEBLANC  

To who it may concern: 

I met Claude well over 25 years ago and we quickly became good friends. We both love the 

game of golf and played many tournaments together but for Claude golf was his passion and still 

is today.  He lives, eats, sleeps golf all the time. 

I have known Claude to always think outside the box and did many things other golf Professional 

had never done and would probably never think of doing. His brain was and is still always in 

overdrive.  We started our PGA of Canada Class “A” Program together in our region.   

Claude also has his Bachelor of Education and taught schools for many years. He also worked in 

technology at school where he learned how to create web sites. His lessons are all on his web 

site called teachinggolfonline.com. He also started teaching golf in his home town and quickly 

asked me if we could partner and teach in other cities of New Brunswick.  We averaged about 

125 to 150 students a year. From providing radio chronicles many times a week to writing golf 

tips in the papers, he would always promote his teaching and his facility to the max.  This was 

talked about by many people in the regions. 

Claude won the Atlantic Professional Assistance Championship, has worked at a few facilities 

throughout his career and recently worked in China.   

He also wrote a book on the techniques of golf and it was published in Montreal. He also offered 

a club repair shop which included repair grips, shafts and custom clubs for members.  He creates 

and edits videos of corporate tournaments which are used by organizers to promote the 

following year. Claude also promotes golf through social media like Facebook.   

Aside from playing golf, Claude plays badminton many times a week in order to keep in shape. 

He loves kayaking, canoeing, swimming and skying. Good health is very important to him. 

I am very proud of my dear friend and know that Claude comes highly recommended and would 

be a great asset to your company.  He always gives 200% in everything he does.  I wish him well.   

Sincerely, 

François Pitre 

François Pitre 

Golf Professional 

PGA of Canada 

(506) 727-2215 (Home) 

(506) 726-7223 (Cellular) 


